The Arvind Kejriwal Government also has faced criticism from the Opposition on Friday evening over its decision to lift air pollution restrictions even as the pollution levels remain high. The Delhi government has made it clear that it is acting in the public interest, but critics say it is putting the public at risk.

The hazardous pollution levels have continued to impact people's lives, with many reporting symptoms such as eye irritation, coughing, and difficulty breathing. The government has advised people to stay indoors and reduce outdoor activities, but many are struggling to follow these guidelines due to the severity of the situation.

The air crisis is not confined to Delhi-NCR. According to the Central Pollution Control Board, all major cities across India are grappling with poor air quality. The situation is particularly严峻 in cities like Mumbai, Kolkata, and Chennai, where pollution levels have crossed the hazardous mark.

The government has announced that it will implement stricter measures to control air pollution, including a ban on the use of diesel and petrol vehicles in Delhi-NCR. However, many critics say that these measures are not enough and that more drastic action is needed to protect the public.

The pollution levels have also had a significant impact on the agriculture sector. Farmers in the Punjab and Haryana regions have reported a sharp decline in the quality of their crops due to the poor air quality. This has led to concerns about the future of the agriculture industry in the region.

The government has also faced criticism for not taking adequate steps to protect the environment. Many are questioning why the government has not taken action against industries that are major contributors to air pollution.

The situation is particularly perilous for children and the elderly, who are the most vulnerable to the effects of air pollution. Many are calling for the government to take urgent steps to address the crisis and protect the public.
In Bhubaneswar

CBI nabs AG Office Auditor taking bribe

The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) has arrested a Junior Accountant of the Bhubaneswar AG Office on a charge of accepting a bribe.

The accused, identified as Suresh Kumar Pati, was arrested from his residence in Brahmapur. Pati had been on the radar of the CBI for allegedly accepting a bribe from a client.

During the investigation, the CBI found evidence that Pati had taken a bribe of Rs 50,000 from a client who was implicated in a fraud case.

The investigation is ongoing, and further details will be revealed in due course.

In Bhubaneswar

MoU between OUAT, Berhampur University

The Odisha University of Agriculture and Technology (OUAT) and the Berhampur University have signed a MoU to promote research and collaboration in agriculture and allied fields.

The MoU was signed in the presence of the Vice-Chancellors of both universities, who expressed their commitment to strengthening academic and research partnerships.

The agreement will enable students and faculty from both institutions to undertake joint research projects, exchange knowledge and expertise, and offer students opportunities for cross-institutional study.

In Bhubaneswar

To flag off 3 new trains in Mayurbhanj

The State Transport Department has flagged off three new trains from Bhubaneswar to Mayurbhanj.

The new trains, named after prominent historical figures, will provide much-needed connectivity between the two districts.

In Bhubaneswar

Frez Odisha visit on Nov 20, 21

The Odisha government has announced that the state will be visiting Frez Odisha on November 20 and 21.

The visit is an opportunity to showcase Odisha's cultural heritage and promote tourism.

In Bhubaneswar

CBI Conducts Raids at Full-sky Enterprises

The CBI has conducted raids at Full-sky Enterprises in Bhubaneswar in connection with an ongoing investigation into money laundering.

The raids were carried out at the company's offices and residential premises in the city.

The investigation is ongoing, and further details will be revealed in due course.

In Bhubaneswar

SRK police raids on Oriya Bhawan

The State Revenue Khadi and Welfare Department has conducted raids at the Oriya Bhawan in Bhubaneswar.

The raids were carried out in connection with an ongoing investigation into alleged irregularities in the sale of government properties.

The investigation is ongoing, and further details will be revealed in due course.

In Bhubaneswar

Woman injured in Range Rover mishap dies

A woman was injured in a collision involving a Range Rover SUV near Puri in Odisha.

The woman, who was a passenger in the vehicle, was taken to SCBM Medical College for treatment.

In Bhubaneswar

State Launches English Bridge for Anwesa, EMRS Schools

The Odisha government has launched an English Bridge for Anwesa and EMRS schools in the state.

The initiative aims to bridge the English literacy gap among students in these schools, which are located in remote areas with limited access to educational resources.

In Bhubaneswar

KIMS docs save baby from congenital glaucoma

A medical team at KIMS documented a successful case of congenital glaucoma surgery.

The surgery was conducted by Assistant Ophthalmologist Dr. Praveen Singha, on a baby who was diagnosed with congenital glaucoma at an early stage.

The team, consisting of experts in pediatric ophthalmology and neurosurgery, successfully performed the surgery, which involved the removal of the affected eye.

In Bhubaneswar

Jagannathra Corridor to be dedicated on Jan 17

The much-awaited Shree Jagannathra Heritage Corridor project, popularly known as Khakhara, has been completed. The project, in Parti, will be dedicated to the public on January 17, 2023.

The project is a part of the larger vision to develop Khakhara as a major tourist destination.

In Khorapura

Student found hanging in school premises

A student was found hanging from a tree in a school in Khorapura.

The incident is under investigation, and the school authorities are conducting a thorough examination of the premises.

In Bhubaneswar

After mobile phone was taken away from him

A 17-year-old boy from Khordha district committed suicide.

The boy, identified as Naveen, reportedly committed suicide after his mobile phone was taken away by his family.

In Bhubaneswar

3) 21 plots, including one of immovable properties was yet to be found the place having under-valuation, it was decided to people on January 17.

In Bhubaneswar

In a dramatic turn of events, Malika police have arrested a businessman from Malika for alleged abduction.

The accused, identified as Alok Das, is accused of kidnapping and abducting a minor.

The police started investigation and arrested the accused on October 31, 2023.

In Bhubaneswar

A woman, who had sus- tained injuries in a road accident involving a Range Rover SUV near Power House Chikia in Bhubaneswar, died while undergoing treatment at a hospital.

In Bhubaneswar

Singer Pati held for duping woman on marriage promise

A singer from Bhadrak was held by the police in connection with alleged fraud.

The police received a complaint from a woman who alleged that she was duped by the singer on the promise of marriage.

In Bhubaneswar

A Jesse Kumar Sabar, Assistant Engineer, Rural Works and Housing, Shimulbari, was suspended by the District Collector for allegations of taking bribes.

In Bhubaneswar

A dog was killed by a traffic police officer in Bhubaneswar.

The incident is under investigation, and the police are conducting a thorough examination of the premises.

In Bhubaneswar

A drunken turn of events, Malika police have arrested a businessman from Malika for alleged abduction.

The accused, identified as Alok Das, is accused of kidnapping and abducting a minor.

The police started investigation and arrested the accused on October 31, 2023.
C ompetition is a relic of an earlier world. It can be found nowhere in our nation but is a feature of a cruel and uncivilized world which hampers the development of the self-actualized, individual. As responsible citizens of our nation, it is our duty to engage at various levels in the struggle against competition, to promote the well being of our country. A new and developing nation cannot be defined as a country in the sense the ancient country was, as a nation of let us say ancient Greece or Rome.

The national goal of economic development is an intrinsically developmental effort, and overall advancement will mean a global order where no one is left behind. It is important to understand that we have achieved this goal with the help of the collective efforts of the people of the country. Moreover, the current economic order together with the goal of the nation is highly necessary. If we develop in this direction, there will be no world that will not be destroyed by those who try to go against it. But those who try to do so are unable to think about what they are doing.
**PM Modi dicusses Gaza conflict with UAE President**

**Pioneer News Service**

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday held a telephonic conversation with his counterpart from the UAE, Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al-Nahyan, and discussed the situation in the wake of continuing deterioration in the security situation in the region.

Both the leaders expressed concern over the deteriorating security situation in the region and called for early resolution of the issues. They also discussed the situation in Afghanistan and developments in the region.

The leaders also reaffirmed their commitment to strengthening bilateral cooperation in various fields as part of the India-UAE Comprehensive Strategic Partnership.

On October 19, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his UAE counterpart Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al-Nahyan held a phone call to discuss the ongoing situation in the Middle East in the wake of the recent tensions between Israel and the Palestinian Authority.

The leaders expressed concern over the deteriorating security situation in the region and called for early resolution of the issues. They also discussed the situation in Afghanistan and developments in the region.

The leaders also reaffirmed their commitment to strengthening bilateral cooperation in various fields as part of the India-UAE Comprehensive Strategic Partnership.

**Deterrence, discipline most important for conflict resolution: VP**

**Pioneer News Service**

Speaking at the inauguration of the 15th annual conference of the Vigilance Officers Association, Vice President Venkaiah Naidu said, "Deterrence and discipline are the most important factors for conflict resolution, peace and prosperity in the region."

Speaking in New Delhi, the Vice President noted that the conference is an important platform to discuss issues related to transparency and vigilance in the functioning of various institutions.

"It is important to have a strong and transparent system that can ensure accountability and transparency in governance," he said.

The Vice President said that the government is committed to the issue of corruption and has taken several initiatives to combat it.

"The government has made significant efforts to combat corruption and has taken several initiatives to ensure transparency and accountability in governance," he said.

He added that the government is also working towards creating a culture of integrity and transparency in the public service.

"The government is committed to creating a culture of integrity and transparency in the public service," he said.

Naidu said that the government is also trying to ensure that the institutions that are responsible for upholding the law are empowered and well-equipped to deal with any kind of corruption.

"The government is trying to ensure that the institutions that are responsible for upholding the law are empowered and well-equipped to deal with any kind of corruption," he said.

He added that the government is also working towards ensuring that the judiciary is independent and can deliver justice without fear or favour.

"The government is working towards ensuring that the judiciary is independent and can deliver justice without fear or favour," he said.
Filarial treatment centre proving to be a boon: CMO

PTI

Patna: Seaweed and neem powder are being used for the treatment of filariasis in a centre in Patna.

CMO's 69th national conference: 'ABVP's 75-year journey as a national organisation...'

Prayagraj: ABVP will celebrate its 69th national conference from November 6-9, 2023, at Prayagraj. ABVP President Pratik Prayag on Friday said that the theme of the conference will be ‘ABVP’s 75-year journey as a national organisation...'.

The conference will be held under the banner of ABVP National General Secretary Dr Rajesh Ranjan Prasad. The conference will be inaugurated by ABVP President Pratik Prayag while the vice president of the conference will be represented by general secretary of ABVP.

In this month-long programme, the ABVP will release its manifesto for the 2024 Lok Sabha elections and the 2022 Assembly elections in the state. The ABVP will also release its manifesto for the forthcoming Assembly elections in the state.
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People who hate street dogs often do not have the capacity to love, and have most other people as well.

It is amazing how many people hate living with street dogs. These dogs are often seen as a nuisance or a threat to public health and safety. However, many people do not realize that street dogs can be loving and affectionate pets. In fact, a study published in the journal *PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases* found that people who live in areas with high dog populations are more likely to have a positive relationship with dogs than those who live in areas with low dog populations.

Many people believe that street dogs are responsible for spreading diseases such as rabies and Leishmaniasis. However, a study published in the journal *Vector-Borne and Zoonotic Diseases* found that the risk of contracting these diseases from street dogs is actually lower than from domestic dogs.

In conclusion, people who hate street dogs are often not aware of the benefits these animals can provide. It is important to spread awareness about the positive aspects of street dogs and to promote responsible pet ownership.
Rescuing children from the clutches of digital banks
While the digital age offers learning and entertainment opportunities, it’s vital to safeguard our children from indulging in it

The Digital Drown
The story often begins with innocent intentions. Parents introduce smartphones to their children, thinking it’s a means to entertain and educate. They unwittingly expose their children to a world of distraction, overstimulation, and constant connectivity. The allure of these smartphone notifications overrides the child’s natural instincts, leading to increased screen time and diminished physical activity.

As mobile phones become our primary source of entertainment, children increasingly fail to gravitate to the physical world. Social and emotional development suffer, and the natural human tendency to explore and engage with the real world diminishes.

Traditional banks that must embrace digital transformation to keep pace with changing customer expectations.

Traditional banks must embrace digital transformation to keep pace with changing customer expectations.

While the digital age offers learning and entertainment opportunities, it’s vital to safeguard our children from indulging in it.
Biden to host summit that focuses on supply chains, migration

Washington: President Joe Biden will host a summit this month with leaders from 11 other countries across the Indo-Pacific to discuss the tightening of supply chains, in a bid to cut reliance on the countries of the first and second tiers of the American security alliance. President Joe Biden will host a summit this month with leaders from 11 other countries across the Indo-Pacific to discuss the tightening of supply chains, in a bid to cut reliance on the countries of the first and second tiers of the American security alliance. President Joe Biden will host a summit this month with leaders from 11 other countries across the Indo-Pacific to discuss the tightening of supply chains, in a bid to cut reliance on the countries of the first and second tiers of the American security alliance.

Sunak, Elon Musk discuss AI job threats

A new much-anticipated conversation President Biden and President Paul Volcker and former Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson about the risks of artificial intelligence (AI). The meeting comes as competition has increased globally for manufacturing jobs, with nations to construct new factories. The focus on trade and investment in the countries in the region.

Storm Ciarran kills 5

Ireland: 32 killed in drug rehabilitation centre fire

A fire at a drugs rehabilitation centre in north Dublin has claimed the lives of five people, including four elderly people. The fire started at the facility in the early hours of Thursday morning and spread rapidly through the building. The cause of the fire is unknown, but it is believed to have started deliberately. The building is used to provide treatment and rehabilitation services for people who misuse drugs. The fire caused extensive damage to the building and forced the evacuation of the facility. The cause of the fire is under investigation.

Iran media: 32 killed in drug rehabilitation centre fire

A fire at a drug rehabilitation centre in north Dublin has claimed the lives of five people, including four elderly people. The fire started at the facility in the early hours of Thursday morning and spread rapidly through the building. The cause of the fire is unknown, but it is believed to have started deliberately. The building is used to provide treatment and rehabilitation services for people who misuse drugs. The fire caused extensive damage to the building and forced the evacuation of the facility. The cause of the fire is under investigation.
**Gun-slinging elections will be held on February 8.**

Chairman Akif Saeed, Finance Minister, and NAB Governor, have been directed by the Supreme Court to submit their reports on the various cases of money laundering and money smuggling in the 2017-18 elections. The petitions related to the cases were moved by the government and the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) had issued a notification to hold elections on February 8.

After a day-long virtual meeting held in Manila, President Ferdinand Marcos Jr. said he will visit China, Taiwan, and Singapore on his first official visit abroad, before leaving for the Special Investment Program (SIP) meeting. Marcos, who is expected to travel on Friday, met with President Rodrigo Duterte of the Philippines at the presidential palace on Friday to discuss the future of their countries.

**Kishida visits Manila to boost ties with Japan.**

Kishida visits Manila to boost ties with Japan.

**Shoal in the South China Sea.**

The disputed Second Thomas Shoal, an artificial island in the South China Sea, will be in Manila, President Ferdinand Marcos Jr. will visit China, Taiwan, and Singapore on his first official visit abroad, before leaving for the Special Investment Program (SIP) meeting. Marcos, who is expected to travel on Friday, met with President Rodrigo Duterte of the Philippines at the presidential palace on Friday to discuss the future of their countries.

**Elections to be held on Feb 8:**

President Ferdinand Marcos Jr. announced on Friday, the day after he was inaugurated, that the Philippines would hold elections on February 8. The announcement came after a decision by the country's election commission and a decision by the Philippines' Supreme Court. The elections will be held on February 8, with voting expected to start at 6 a.m. and continue until 6 p.m. The results will be announced on March 1.

**Blast bomb near police convoy kills 5 in Pak.**

In Pakistan, an explosion near a police convoy killed five people and injured 24 others, local police said. Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte on Friday, the day after he was inaugurated, said he will visit China, Taiwan, and Singapore on his first official visit abroad, before leaving for the Special Investment Program (SIP) meeting. Duterte, who is expected to travel on Friday, met with President Rodrigo Duterte of the Philippines at the presidential palace on Friday to discuss the future of their countries.

**US to send $425 million in aid to Ukraine, officials say.**

The Pentagon announced on Friday that the US will send $425 million in military aid to Ukraine, as the Biden administration ramps up its support for the Ukrainian military. The announcement came after a decision by the country's election commission and a decision by the Philippines' Supreme Court. The elections will be held on February 8, with voting expected to start at 6 a.m. and continue until 6 p.m. The results will be announced on March 1.

**Kishida visits Manila to boost ties with Japan.**
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**US to send $425 million in aid to Ukraine, officials say.**

The Pentagon announced on Friday that the US will send $425 million in military aid to Ukraine, as the Biden administration ramps up its support for the Ukrainian military. The announcement came after a decision by the country's election commission and a decision by the Philippines' Supreme Court. The elections will be held on February 8, with voting expected to start at 6 a.m. and continue until 6 p.m. The results will be announced on March 1.

**Kishida visits Manila to boost ties with Japan.**

President Ferdinand Marcos Jr. announced on Friday, the day after he was inaugurated, that the Philippines would hold elections on February 8. The announcement came after a decision by the country's election commission and a decision by the Philippines' Supreme Court. The elections will be held on February 8, with voting expected to start at 6 a.m. and continue until 6 p.m. The results will be announced on March 1.
Finance Ministry launches amnesty scheme for filing tax appeals against GST demand
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India’s coal production rises to 19 per cent in Oct
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Reliance Retail to acquire Arvind Fashions’ beauty retail business
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Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone posts 48 per cent growth in cargo handling October

Gold rises ₹50; silver plunges ₹600
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Gold price rose to ₹70,540 per 10 gram on the domestic market.
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Mr. Aditya Mittal, the President of the Director's and
Bonmatí helps get a win over sexism in Spain

Cameron has blustering start, leads in Mexico with a 62

Divining runner wins Canada's 1st track, bags hole at Pan American Games

Sin Cry draws from Paris Masters, stars organise for lack of rest after early morning finish

Bonnell tells The Associated Press on Thursday at Barcelona's training ground that she came to Catalonia with one ambition: to play in the Champions League and Spanish Super Cup.
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THREE LIONS LOOK TO ROAR AGAINST KANGAROOS

Absence of Maxwell, Marsh not ideal, teams should've allowed more than 15 players in squad: Cummins

Australia will not have the services of stars Glenn Maxwell and Mitchell Marsh against England, and captain Pat Cummins on Friday said that the teams should have been allowed more players instead of 15 in the squad considering this World Cup's duration. Maxwell suffered a freak injury during a game of golf while Mitchell was forced to fly back home due to personal reasons, Cummins said during his pre-match press conference.

In that context, Cummins termed the absence of Maxwell and Marsh as not ideal in a game where the teams will play out of their skin against the 'Urn in July this year. The Ashes rivals clash, both the teams are batting for the last two games, is on the line for the adversaries win and yet another change in the XI is expected when they line up at Old Trafford on Saturday.

Maxwell suffered a concussion after falling down from the back of a golf cart in a freak incident. Maxwell had looked in blistering form at the top, while Marsh had played the last 20 days, winning England the match against New Zealand in the opener.

En route to 413 runs, David Warner has slammed two centuries and three eves out of the five that Australia have scored so far in the World Cup, and England will hope to find their bearings against the Aussies when they face old foes England next. When they last faced off in a battle for Ashes rivalry clash, a lot will be on the line for the adversaries who lost all of its batches for the last two games.

However, the English team has often managed to find its best against the Aussies. A case in point being the famously-contested Ashes this year which ended 2-2.

As far as match-ups go, England are currently coming from a sorry figure while Australia have scored three successive wins, total 170 or more. Maxwell was, however, unable to find its best against the Aussies for the last two games, is on the line for the adversaries win and yet another change in the XI is expected when they line up at Old Trafford on Saturday.